


Introduction

Agency – Client relationships are highly interdependent and 
great clients tend to get great results from their agency. 
According to Aprais, a leading business relationship 
management company, every 1% client performance 
improvement is equal to 0.62% agency performance 
improvement. 

Their analysis of over 8,000 client-agency relationships 
shows that agency performance is highly dependent on 
client performance. 

Essentials 

A 2011 World Federation of Advertisers Survey found that 
55% of agency evaluations were effectively a one-way 
assessment of agencies by their clients. Of these, only 31% 
of agency evaluations & only 13% of client evaluations were 
externally benchmarked. 

Consequences of this are: 

1. There is no mechanism for clients to understand & 
review how their performance may have contributed 
to agency’s performance. 

2. Without external benchmarks how would a client know 
what a ‘good’ performance is? 

Only 15% of clients rated their agency measurement 
capability high and 65% would consider making changes.
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Where to start? 
Agency - Client relationship must be a partnership! 

If the agency cannot advise the client on their shortcomings 
& vice versa then how can either side improve? The 
conversation must be open in both directions. 

A simple 4-way process could look like this: 
• Client assesses agency  
• Agency assesses client  
• Agency assesses its own performance  
• Client assesses its own performance

NB: Both parties should agree together, prior to any 
evaluation, the areas that are going to be evaluated and the 
particular questions that are going to be used. This will 
drive a shared sense of ownership and commitment. 
There should also be a sharing of all costs and resources.

An action plan with assigned responsibilities to 
individuals from both parties could then be 
introduced and include: 
• Review every 6 months to ensure progress
• Both parties avoid using win / lose language
• Seek neutral third party to facilitate discussions etc.
• Client should expect to improve ROI 
• Agency can expect more productive working 

relationship & likely increase of client retention
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Things to consider in the action plan:
• Anonymity in feedback is essential
• Senior managers should keep their opinions to 

themselves in order to avoid impressing opinions on 
junior staff

• Feedback should be obtained from both senior & junior 
levels

Before engaging in an assessment, you should ask 
yourself:
• Do I truly believe client / agency relations should be a 

partnership?
• Do I accept that opening up my organisation to scrutiny 

is the best way to ensure improvement? 
• Do I trust benchmarking to underpin decision making?
• Am I committed to acting on these findings and 

investing resources in change where necessary? 

Source: Jeremy Caplin, 2012, WARC Best Practice: How to 
assess client-agency relationships effectively
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